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Gemination as a	 Syllable Structure Process in Modern Sinhala 

Hemamali Gunasinghe 

University of Victoria 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Having evolved from a Middle Indic Prakrit, early Sinhala (Elu) 
shows the typical phonotactic processes of vowel reduction, 
de-aspiration and declustering through deletion and/or epenthesis. 
At that stage of evolution in the language, the phonotactic 
contraints worked towards maintaining the optimal - i.e., $CV$ 
Syllable Structure Principle. 

1.1	 a) PaAra [$pat$ ra$] ~ pata [$pa$~a$] 'leaf' 
eve cv cv cv cv 

b) a + priya [$a$pri$ya$] + apiriya [$a$pi$ri$ya$] 
v ccv cv v cv cv cv 

'distasteful' 

c) ni I#upula [$nil$u$pu$la$] ~ ni lupula [$ni$lu$pu$la$] 
cvc v cv cv cv cv cv cv 

'blue water lily' 

The dominance of Sanskrit and Tamil in the Post-Chola 
Polonnaruwa period -- 11th and 12th centuries A.D. -- resulted 
in a proliferation of compounds, consonant clusters and geminates 
in the language	 that has subsequently come to be called misra - Sinhala (mixed Sinhala) as opposed to sU~Aha Sinhala (pure 
Sinhala or Elu). The spoken Sinhala of today, just like its 
literary (particularly prose) counterpart, is a variety of 
misra Sinhala. 

Considerable phonological differences distinguish the educated 
and uneducated modes of speech in modern Sri Lanka. For example, 
a constraint on	 syllable-internal consonant clusters which 
operates strongly (i.e., it allows no exceptions) at the uneducated 
level, operates	 only weakly at the educated level which tolerates 
clusters of a restricted nature. The standard for spoken Sinhala, 
taken in this paper, is the careful speech of the educated. The 

-
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Syllabification Rule (9.0) and the Syllable Structure Condition 
- SSC- (10.0) in this paper are not true generalizations in this 
respect.! However, the two processes of gemination discussed 
in this paper, which produce the characteristic or distinctive 
rhythmic quality in modern spoken Sinhala, are shared by both 
levels and the SSC and Syllabification Rule apply in their 
description. 

The two processes of gemination investigated in this paper are 
(i) Reduplication and (ii) Assimilation -- Progressive and 
Regressive. Both are syllable structure processes involving 
strengthening and weakening respectively. 

Strengthening and weakening are preferred syllable structure 
processes which, generally speaking, operate to produce the 
optimal -- $CV$ -- syllable structure. In Sinhala, however, 
these two processes, while preserving or creating the optimal 
syllable structure on the one hand, also violate the optimal 
syllable principle by preserving and/or creating $CVC$ and 
$CCV$ syllables. Yet both processes are extremely active and 
insuppressible in modern Sinhala and even colour the pronun
ciation of 'Ceylon English'. The dominance of the two 
processes, as well as their apparent contradictory behavior, 
demand and also merit further investigation and analysis. The 
examples in the following pages are intended to illustrate 
the processes, the environments that generate the processes 
and the resultant syllabic structure. 

2.0 REDUPLICATION 

The examples in 2.1 show consonant gemination in positions 
preceding syllable-initial vowels. The process operates at 
syllable boundaries which, in these examples, also coincide with 
word boundaries since this is essentially a process of compounding. 

2.1 Reduplication I. C ~ ec/ - #$V 

a) pol'lIula 
$CVC$ VCV 
coconut II stake 

[po I I u Ia] 
$CVC$CV$CV$ 
'A stake for husking coconut' 
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-)b) mal /I a:sanaya [rna I I a: sanaya J 
$CVC$ V$CV$CV$CV$ $CVC$CV$CV$CV$CV$ 

flower II seat 'altar' 

-)c) duk II a~o : na : [du kka~o na] 
$CVC$ V$CV$CV$ $CVC$CV$CV$CV$ 
sor:row II wailing 'sorrowful wailing' 

-)d) ko:1 II eka [ ko: 1 1eka J 
$CVC$ V$CV$ $CVC$ CV$CV$ 
coat II one (def) 'the coat' 

-)e) bas II eka	 [basseka J 
$CVC$ V$CV$ $CVC$CV$CV$ 
bus /I one (def) 'the bus' 

In 2.2 reduplication results in the creation of C+LIQUID clusters 
within a syllable. 

2.2 Reduplication II C -)- CC/$ C[ +LIQUID J 

a) a + priya -)- [appr i ya J [appiriyaJ 
$V$CCV$VC$ $VC$CCV$CV$ $VC$CV$CV$CV$ 
un + pleasant 'unpleasant' 

-)b)	 pa~ra [pa~~ra ] ,..., [pa~hara J 
$CV$CCV$ $CVC$CCV$ $CVC$CV$CV$ 
'paper/leaf' 'paper/leaf' 'newspaper' 

c) wa kra -)- [wa kkra ] 
$CV$CCV$ -)- $CVC$CCV$ 

'crooked/curved' 

d) wirlawa -)- [wipplawa] 
$CVC$CV$CV$ $CVC$CCV$CV$ 

'revolutions' 

e) pa>.-Ia -)[ pa~~ I a ] [pa I I a] 
$CVC$CV$ $CVC$CCV$ $CVC$CV$ 
'bottom' 

Reduplication in 2.3 below results in the creation of C+GLIDE 
clusters in educated speech. In uneducated speech Progressive 

-
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Assimilation consistently eliminates the clusters but causes 
gemination. It is noteworthy that there appears to be a growing 
tendency to do this even at the educated level. 

2.3	 Reduplication III C 7 CC/ -- $C[+GLIDE] 

a) s-Jakwa: 7 [stakkwa:] [~akka: ] 'show/drive (as cattle)'
$CVC$CV$ $CVC$CCV$ $CVC$CV$ 

b) ~aAwaya 
$CVC$CV$CV$ 

7 [~aAAwaya ] 
$CVC$CCV$CV$ 

[AaA~e+] 
$CVC$CV$ 

'status' 

c) kap + wa: 
$CVC$CV$ 

7 [ kappwa] 
$CVC$CCV$ 

[ kappa: ] 
$CVC$CV$ 

'cause to cut' 

d) satya
t"\

$CVC$CV$ 
7 [ saA;tya ] 

$CVC$CCV$ 
'" [sa~:ta +] 

$CVC$CV$ 
'truth' 

+e)	 wa: kya 7 [wa:kkya] [wa : kke ] 'sentence'
$CVC$CV$ $CVC$CCV$ $CVC$CV$ 

(+ marks forms which occur in uneducated speech only.) 

2.4	 Ceylon English pronunciation exhibiting the three processes 
of Reduplication given above (2.1 - 2.3) 

a) 'not + at + all'	 [no11re11o l ] 
$CVC$CVC$CVC$ 

b) 'up + above'	 [appabavJ 
$CV$CV$CVC$ 

c) 'oppress'	 [oppres] 
$VC$CCVC$ 

d) 'agree'	 [aggr i : ] 
$VC$CCV$ 

e) 'igloo'	 [ i gg I u: ] 
$VC$CCV$ 

f) 'supply'	 [sapplaiJ 
$CVC$CCV$ 
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g) 'Edward'	 [e99wa~ ]
 
$VC$CCVC$
 

h) 'shipyard'	 [5 i ppya:d] 
$CVC$CCVC$ 

3.0 ASSIMILATION 

Both Progressive and Regressive Assimilation occur in Sinhala. 
Regressive Assimilation is by far the most widespread. 
Progressive Assimilation is restricted and, although it operates 
at both levels, it appears to be more characteristic of 
uneducated speech (compare 3.1 with 2.3 above). 

3.1 Progressive Assimilation I 

-
C[ +GLIDEr C~-GLIDE J/C'-GLIDE J $ 

~FEATURE ~EATURE 

a) ~a kwa: -+ [~akka ] 'show/drive as cattle'$CVC$CV:$ $CVC$CV$ 

b) penwa: -+ [penna] 'show'
$CVC$CV$ $CVC$CV$ 

+c) satya -+ [sa~~a ]
f\ 'truth'

$CVC$CV$ $CVC$CV$ 

d) aranya -+ [aranne] 'woods/retreat'
$V$CVC$CV$ $V$CVC$CV$ 

+e) adwaka :t -+ [addaka:t ] 
~" 'advocate'

$Ve$CV$CVC$ $VC$CV$CVC$ 

A comparison of 3.1 and 2.3 shows Progressive Assimilation to 
be a process still in evolution; a process which is not yet 
fully established, but which nevertheless shows the current 
drift of the language. 

3.2 Progressive Assimilation II 

The forms in Column II below also exemplify the Progressive 
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Assimilation rule in 3.1 above but are the optional or 
secondary forms of a possible two-way phonological derivation. 
Both forms are common at the educated and uneducated levels. 
However, forms in column II are again more characteristic of 
the uneducated mode. As can be seen, the forms in column I 
result from minimal C insertion between two contiguous vowels 
and preserve $CV$ structure. The forms in column II, which 
are the forms relevant to gemination, result from Progressive 
Assimilation after the loss of a minimally distinctive vowel 
in the forms in column I, e.g., 

kat u + a thorn + sing. def. 
Minimal C insertion [k~1 uwa] Column I 
Loss of minimally distinctive V 
Progressive Assimilation 

*katwa 
[ ka11a ] Column II 

3.2 Column I	 Column II 

a) katu + a 
$CV$CV$V$ 

-+ [ ka1uwa ] 
$CV$CV$CV$ 

-+ ( ,~ ka 1wa) -+ [katta] 
$CVC$CV$ 

'thorn/ 
shell' 

b) kol u + a 
$CV$CV$V$ 

-+ [ ko I uwa] 
$CV$CV$CV$ 

-+ (*kol wa) -+ [ ko I I a] 
$CVC$CV$ 

'boy' 

c) bagu + a 
$CV$CV$V$ 

-+ [baguwa] 
$CV$CV$CV$ 

-+ (*bagwa) -+ [bagga] 
$CVC$CV$ 

'thing/ 
article' 

d) gCBti + a 
$CV$CV$V$ 

-+ [gCB1 i ya] 
$CV$CV$CV$ 

-+ (*gCB1ya) -+ [9CB11a ] 
$CVC$CV$ 

'edge/ 
rims' 

e) PCB1i + a 
$CV$CV$V$ 

-+ [pm1 i ya] 
$CV$CV$CV$ 

-+ (*pCB1ya) -+ [ PCB11a ] 
$CVC$CV$ 

'young of 
animals' 

f) sola + wa 

$CV$CV$CV$ 

-+ [solawa] 
[ho I awa] 
$CV$CV$CV$ 

-+ [solwa] 

$CVC$CV$ 

-+ [so I Ia] 
[ho II a] 
$CVC$CV$ 

'shak~' + 
'causative 

g)	 kapa + wa -+ [ kapawa] -+ [ kapwa] -+ [kappa] 'cut' + 
$CV$CV$CV$ $CV$CV$CV$ $CVC$CV$ $CVC$CV$ causative 

h)	 asia + wa -+ [a~awa] -+ [a~wa] -+ [a~~a] 'drag' + 
$V$CV$CV$ $V'~CV$CV$ $CV$CV$ $VC$CV$. causative 

-

-
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The examples in f), g) and e) above are somewhat different in 
that the minimal C -- i.e., /w/ -- is not inserted but is under
lyingly present in the causative suffix. They also show the 
plausibility of the starred (unrealized) forms in a) to e) by 
the overt presence of similar forms after the loss of the miniflal 
vowel. These forms, however, are restricted to the educated 
mode. 

3.3 Regressive Assimilation 

a) lip # gala ~ [I iggala] $CVC$CV$CV$ 'hearth stone' 

b) ~ [sa~~a] $CVC$CV$ 'noise' 

c) atsana ~ [assana] $VC$CV$CV$ 'signature' 
~ 

d) tatpara 
~~ 

~ [tappara] 
~ 

$CVC$CV$CV$ 'seconds' 

e) atlas 
~ 

~ [al las] $VC$CVC$ 'bribes' 

f) haA # ~awasa ~ [haR~awasa] $CVC$CV$CV$CV$ 'seven-day' 

g) duk # pab ~ [duppa~] $CVC$CVC$ 'poor' 
'grief' # 'befallen' 

h) laksana ~ [Iassena] $CVC$CV$CV$ 'beautiful' 

This process, like Reduplication, is extremely active at both 
the educated and uneducated levels, but causes no apparent 
alteration in the syllable shape. 

4.0 EXAMPLES OF NON-ASSIMILATION/REDUPLICATION 

The examples Uelow document the failure of the processes of 
gemination to operate when the environment is altered by a 
reversal of the sequential order of segments on either side 
of $, thereby indicating that the processes of gemination are 
generated by certain constraints on the sequence structure of 
Sinhala. 
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4.1 V#$C Sequence [Reverse of 2.lJ 

a)	 ka I u 11 po I [ka I upo I J 'a kind of curry' 
black coconut 

b)	 me: 11 tama [metcenaJ 'here' 
this "place 

c)	 ce~a 11 ku~a [ceda kuda ] 'faults/shortcomings'
1"'\	 1"'\

crook hump
 

LIQUID }

GLIDE $C Sequence (Reverse of 2.2 and 2.3)

{ FRICATIVE 

a) tarka -+ [ta rka J 'argument' 
""'" ""'" 

b) ka I pa -+ [ka I pa J 'eons' 

c) asta:na,.. -+ [as~a : na J 'unfounded' 

d) ka I de: rama 
t"'lI 

-+ [ka I de: rama J 
"" 

'cauldron' 

e) awkana -+ [awkana ] A place name. 

f) -+ [ceyda J 
1'\ 

'why' 

g) kawda 
1'\ 

-+ [kawda J 
r"\ 

'who' 

To summarize, then, the two processes of gemination, Reduplication 
and Assimilation, occur across syllable boundaries and are con
trolled by the sequential order of segments on either side. 

a)	 Reduplication occurs when the second segment is either a 
vowel, a glide or a liquid (V, GL or L), i.e., 

e +	 eel - ii} 
b)	 Progressive Assimilation operates in some instances of the 

C$GL sequence; the exact constraints for this have not been 
worked out in this paper. 
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c)	 Regressive Assimilation, on the other hand, operates when 
the second agreement is not a V, GL, or L and when the 
first segment is not one of these or the fricative lsi. 

If, however, the above sequences are reversed, i.e., when the 
preceding segment is a V, GL, or L and the following is any 
obstruents gemination is blocked (4.0). 

In traditional Sinhala grammar, the processes of gemination 
illustrated above (2.0 - 3.0) have been viewed as processes of 
liaison or Sandhi. While using insights from such analyses, 
this paper will attempt to draw some significant generalizations, 
in relation to the observations above, in terms of the syllable 
structure proposed within the theory of Natural Generative 
Phonology (NGP) (Hopper 1972, 1976). 

The syllable will be taken as the basic phonological unit or 
segment sequence. This was the case in traditional Sinhala 
phonology as well. Also following Hooper, consonantal strength 
(rather than distinctive features) will be used as a cover 
feature to classify the segments. Preliminary to the analysis, 
I shall give below (5.0) the intrinsic structure of the syllable 
from Hooper (1976:199). 

5.0 

MARGIN NUCLEUS MARGIN 
Obstruents, Nasals, Liquids, Glides Vowels, Glides, Liquids, Nasals, Obstruents ... Least V-like Most V-like Less V-like 
STRONG WEAKEST WEAK 

According to 5.0, the weakest position in the syllable is the 
vowel nucleus and the strongest position is the syllable initial 
position. The	 syllable final position is relatively weaker than 
the	 syllable initial position. 

Based on this syllable structure and exemplifying the optimal 
syllable principle, the following hierarchy of suitability of ...	 segments for syllable initial and syllable final position has 
been presented (Hooper, 1976:224) . 

... 
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6.0	 OPTIMAL SYLLABLE INITIAL: OBSTRUENTS 
NASALS 
LIQUIDS 
GLIDES 
VOWELS, OPTIMAL SYLLABLE FINAL 

The representations in 5.0 and 6.0 embody the three universals
 
of syllabic structure summarized as 7.0 below.
 

7.0 a) CV is the optimal syllable structure. 

b)	 Syllable initial position is stronger than syllable 
final position. 

c)	 Optimal choice for syllable initial position is 
obstruent and for syllable final position is vowel. 

How do these principles of syllabification apply to Sinhala? 
The possible distribution of consonants in the Sinhala Syllable 
(8.0) and the Major Syllabification Rules (9.0) below are
 
indeed consistent with these principles.
 

8.0 THE SINHALA SYLLABLE 

d <1> g (s)
'" 

(ml	 = cluster initial position) 

m -- p ~ ~ C k b ~ 1 J g m n s s h w y r 1 (0 g g g) 

n--yw r 1 

p ~	 <~> k m n /s

p -- y w r b rI~.d J" g (not word finally) 

P t	 t C k ssm n Q
" 

9.0 SYLLABIFICATION RULES 

a)	 ¢ -+ $/C--C (Does not apply word initially) 

b)	 ¢ -+ $/V-- CV(C) 
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10.0 below gives a tentative strength scale for Sinhala consonants. 
In this scale the nasalized obstruents and the velar nasal are 
not assigned a numerical value because of their restricted 
distribution, which also makes them irrelevant to the discussion 
of gemination. y,],~, 4 may also be found to reqUire adjustment 
of the strength assignments given below. Vowels are assigned 
zero (¢) value. The glides are the weakest C's and the voiceless 
stops are the strongest. 

10.0 A TENTATIVE STRENGTH SCALE FOR SINHALA 

b 
d 

h d 
y m y 
w r I n 5 9 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

3 
5 p 

~ a ~ 
8 

9 [~J k 
? 7 

The intrinsic structure of the syllable (5.0), however, shows 
that the syllable initial position is stronger than the syllable 
final position. It seems necessary therefore, on the basis of 
syllable position, to make a distinction between the strengths 
of adjacent syllable initial C's and syllable final e's; i.e., 
the strength of position affects and alters the strengths of 
identical C's. In other words, where C's of identical strengths 
are on either side of $, the (syllable initial) C will bem 
assigned greater strength value than the (syllable final) Cp
(Hooper 1976). 

11.0 gives the syllable structure conditions (SSC) for Sinhala. 
SSC's insert syllable boundaries and alter C's to required 
strengths. According to Hooper SSC's can e~plain syllable final 
weakening and syllable initial strengthening; they also generate 
the necessary feature changes. 

11.0 SSC FOR SINHALA 

$ em Cn V Cp $ where n < 3 

If n > 1, then m > 4 

m > n 

If XVCp$Cm, and there is no pause then 

C > Cpm 
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Early in this paper, the two processes of gemination in Sinhala, 
(Reduplication and Assimilation) were claimed to be Syllable 
Structure processes involving strengthening and weakening 
respectively. The feature changes they generate are therefore 
to be taken as directly conditioned and described by the 
Syllable Structure Conditions given above (11.0); more specifically 
by the SSC that em > Cp in a contiguous sequence XVCp$Cm, where 
there is no pause between Cp and Cm. Let us review the two 
processes in relation to this SSC. 

12.0	 REDUPLICATION REGRESSIVE ASSIMILATION
 
mal If a~u lip If ga Ia
 

a)	 SSC inserts $ 

$mal If $a$tu$	 $1 i P If $ga$ Ia$ 
" CVC V CV	 CVC CV CV 

b)	 A compounding or juncture rule eliminates the pause and 
brings together two segments violating the special condition 
that Cm > Cp and/or the optimal syllable principle. 4 

$mal$a$tu$ $1 ip$ga$la$ 
3 ¢ " 7 6 

c)	 SSC generate a weakening or strengthening process as 
required -- i.e., gemination -- to adjust the strengths 
of segments on either side of $. 

$mal$la$~u$ $1 ig$ga $1 a$ 
CVC CV CV CVC CV CV 

3 3 6 6 
&...J	 t........,
 

strengthened	 weakened 

$V$	 ~ $CV$ No change 

Reduplication also preserves the optimal syllable principle by 
inserting a C in syllable initial position. While no apparent 
change takes place in the shape (i.e., CV remains CV) of the 
syllable after Regressive Assimilation, the strength adjustments 
caused by it alter the structure of the syllable. 
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The rules for Reduplication and Regressive Assimilation are given 
as 13.0 and 14.0 below. The environments of the two rules, 
shown in terms of C strength, reveal the two processes to be 
mutually exclusive. 

13.0 REDUPLICATION 

¢ -+ C faFEATURE J/CfaFEATURE J$ f~J 
~STRENGTH LaSTRENGTH [< 3 STRENGTH] 

14.0 REGRESSIVE ASSIMILATION 

C[ >5 STRENGTH] C[aFEATURE J/ - $C TaFEATURE J 
SSTRENGTH ~STRENGTH 

Where S is > 3. 

Gemination, then, occurs at a syllable boundary when a segment 
which occupies the Cp position has a higher strength value than 
the one in Cm. More specifically, however, Reduplication (and 
Progressive Assimilation, which has not been fully dealt with 
here) takes place when em is ~ 3 in the strength scale and is 
weaker than Cp , Regressive Assimilation takes place when Cp
is ~ 5 on the strength scale and Cm > 3. In Regressive 
Assimilation the dominant factor is the strength of syllable 
position. It is the consonant in syllable initial, or stronger, 
position (em) which dictates the assimilation regardless of 
its inherent features or strength value relative to the weakly 
positioned Cp , as long as Cm meets the condition that it is 
> 3 on the strength scale. Total assimilation, of course, 
results in Cp having no non-redundant features - i.e., Cp 
becomes non-distinctive or weakened. 

This paper has viewed gemination as a syllable structure process 
which is specifically aimed at meeting the SSC that if Cm and 
C are contiguous, with no pause in between, then em > Cp • 
S¥nce the geminate consonants, whether generated .by reduplication 
or assimilation, are identical in feature and strength, the 
question arises as to whether this condition has been met. 

Hooper (1976) claims that total assimilation is a weakening 
process. The acquisition of feature values from surrounding 
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segments reduces the distinctive function of the assimilated C. 
Also, the weakening occurs in Cp whose position in the syllable 
is intrinsically weaker. Even when the result of the assimilation 
is, according to the strength hierarchy, stronger than the original 
C, the C remains weakened as all redundant features have been lost. 
In Sinhala, Regressive Assimilation is generated to reduce the 
strength of Cp if it is contiguous with a em of > 3 strength 
which is weaker than or equal to it. Reduplication (and 
progressive assimilation) is generated when, in the contiguous 
sequence, Cm < 3 strength and Cp > em by even one step on the 
scale. Again the reduplicated C is non-redundant in all its 
features but occupies a position of intrinsic strength in the 
syllable. 

In the case of geminate pairs then, be they lexically present or 
generated by the SSC, the member occupying the Cp position is 
universally considered weak (Harris 1969). A rather loosely 
stated Redundancy Rule, 15.0 below, ,is adequate to make this 
generalization. 

15.0 REDUNDANCY RULE 

STRENGTH (C 1) > STRENGTH (c [CtFEATURE1)\ I~i:~~~l?l -RELEASE~ 

By this rule, a greater strength value (perhaps +1) is assigned 
to the released counterpart of a geminate pair. Thus the 
numerical value of the segments on the strength scale would be 
augmented by one (+1) where the feature [+. released] is present, 
which would necessarily be the segment in the em position, and 
the SSC that em > Cp will be met. For example, observe 16.0 
below (from 12.0). 

16.0 REDUPLICATION REGRESSIVE ASSIMILATION 

$mal$/a$tu$ $1 ig$ga$la$ 
CpCm Cp Cm
 
3 3 6 6
 

L-....!t L-J 

d) Cm augmented by the Redundancy Rule (15.0) 

Cp$Cm
 
3 3+1
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It would appear, therefore, that these preliminary observations 
support the tenability of the hypothesis that gemination in 
Sinhala is a syllable structure process. However, the primary 
function of this process seems to be to meet the SSC in Sinhala 
that, in a contiguous sequence unbroken by a pause, Sm > ep 
rather than to preserve the optimal ($CV$) syllable structure. 
While the latter is also achieved in a marginal sort of way, 
the evidence in the preceding pages shows that gemination 
operates strongly to meet this special SSC, often even violating 
the ~timal syllable ~rinciple by creating or preserving $CVC$ 
or $CCV$ sylfables. .... 

NOTES 

lEducated speech allows syllable initial clusters of a 
restricted nature: 

Educated Speech Uneducated Speech
 
[priya] 'beloved' [ pi r i ya]
 
[ praka: sa] 'public' [pareka: sa]
 
[was~ra] 'clothing' [wasAara]
 
[swa:mi] 'master' [suwa: mi ]
 
[ nya: ya] , law' [ n i ya: ya]
 
[bre:k] 'break' [ berek]
 
[tr~:m] 'tram' [ t ceraH)]
 
[ kr i : m] , cream' [kirilJ]
 

In uneducated speech, however, the SSC requires the 
insertion of $ without exception between consonants. When a- single consonant is left over by this rule, epenthesis takes 
place by a vowel insertion rule which usually copies the 
following vowel, except when the second C is a glide -- w/y. 
In this case u/i respectively are inserted. This was a 
productive process in early Sinhala and remains so in uneducated 
speech today. 

A further constraint exists on clusters with initial lsi 
in uneducated speech. In educated speech Ip, t, k, m, nl also 
occur following lsi. In uneducated speech an epenthetic rule 
operates to break up the cluster. However, epenthesis occurs 
in initial positions preceding lsi and the inserted vowel is 
the minimal vowel realized as Iii in this position of word 
initial stress: e.g.: 
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Educated Speech Uneducated Speech 
[ s~a:na ] , places ' [ rsta: na] 
[ s r1i:3 : yu ] , sinews' [ (s~a: yu ] 
[strf:] 'woman' [(stiri ]
[sto: ruwa] , store' [ fsto: ruwa] 
[s1e:sama] '(railway) station' [ (sle: sama] 

2<> indicate these are restricted to English loan words. 

3These are the prenasalized stops in Sinhala. They have a
 
restricted distribution occurring only in syllable initial
 
inter-vocalic positions, e.g.,
 

[ aDa] 'mango' 
[aaa] 'blind' 
[aaa] 'sound' 
[ a§a] 'horn/antler' 

4It is noteworthy that early Sinhala exhibits a rule (active 
today in the language of poetry) that shifted the syllable 
boundaries in such cases to preserve the CV syllable structure. 

$mal$a$tu$ ~ $ma$la$tu$ 
CVC V CV CV CV CV 

Reduplication also creates a CV syllable but while doing so
 
it retains the CVC syllable as well.
 

$mal$a$tu$ ~ $mal$la$tu$ 
evc V CV CVC CV CV 
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